Electrolytes, Minerals and Fulvic Acid.
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The Trace Mineral/Fulvic Acid Link
The photo below is a sample of Mineral Force™ mineral drink
as viewed through a special Dark Field Microscope. Viewed
in this way, Mineral Force™ appears as swirling “galaxies of
energy.” On a microscopic scale, that’s not far from the truth!

“Energetically Active” Mineral Force™
Researchers have linked the luminous “points of light” in the
above sample with high concentrations of fulvic acid.11 Some
researchers suggest that these trace mineral-fulvic acid energy
bundles are essential to life processes and to the vitality of all
living things.12
On a daily basis, it’s easy to incorporate this life energy into
your busy lifestyle. The plant-based composition of Mineral
Force™ is a concentrated source of these important energy
components in an easy-to-take mineral drink.
The Amazing Benefits of Zeolite!
Zeolite is an intricate crystalline formation derived from
molten volcanic minerals which have been fused with water. Seen
under high magnification, this non-toxic mineral complex has
a honeycomb-like structure composed of thousands of ultramicroscopic “micro-chambers.” Zeolite’s negative electrical
field allows it to attract positively charged toxins along with acid
wastes, literally sweeping the body of biological debris like a
miniature vacuum cleaner! Reported benefits of Zeolite include:
• Improved free radical absorption
• Improved detoxification
• Reduces acidosis and balances pH
• Granted U.S. Patent 6288045, “Epithelial cell cancer drug.”
Mineral Force™ with Zeolite is the ultimate mineral supplement. Enjoy its unique benefits every day!
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Infused Subtle Energy Research
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“All diseases are energy deficient states. Our physical structures do not first exist and then radiate energy; our energy
determines our physical structures.” (Dr. R. M. Chin, MD.)
Documented changes in the physical structure of water
under the influence of subtle energy. (Raman Spectra, Dr.
Lu, China.)
Subtle Energy infused water caused 35% increase in
germination of wheat, pinto beans, carrots. (Dr. William C.
Levengood, Pinelandia BioPhysics Lab, MI)
MRI analysis confirmed stimulation of visual cortex by Subtle
Energy when applied to acupuncture point. (Dr. J. P. Jones,
Uiversity of California, Irvine)
Subtle energy regenerates 80% of cells after being subjected
to gamma radiation. (Dr. J. P. Jones, University of California,
Irvine)
Subtle energy regulates the parasympathetic nervous system
balance. (Dr. Jeffrey Marrongelle, Heart Rate Variable Test)
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About Mineral Force™

The Miracle of Fulvic Acid

Optimum healing means providing the best supplements modern
nutritional science can offer combined with revolutionary new
discoveries in the field of Subtle Energy Physics. NutriLink’s
groundbreaking Mineral Force™ unites plant based ionic minerals, naturally rich in fulvic acid, with Subtle Energy enhancements
to provide a uniquely powerful mineral supplement.

Mineral Force™ has the highest fulvic acid content (up to 42%)
in tests comparing the mineral products of 130 companies! Fulvic
acid (not to be confused with the B-vitamin, folic acid) is a remarkable nutrient that is absolutely essential in the life processes
of plants and animals.1 By carefully choosing a uniquely rich organic source of humic material for Mineral Force™ plant based
minerals, high levels of naturally-occurring fulvic acid is assured.
The following are some of the amazing benefits of this remarkable organic compound:

How Is Mineral Force™ Different?
NutriLink’s Mineral Force™ is produced using state-of-the-art
processing that guarantees purity and the highest level of biological activity. No chemical solvents are used.
Our plant-based minerals were deposited in nature’s pantry
centuries before environmental pollution or chemical toxins could
degrade their rich nutrient value. Mineral Force™ represents the
harvest of these naturally occurring ionic minerals.

•

•
•
•

•
•
Why Do I Need Plant-Based Minerals?
A variety of minerals are known to be essential for optimum
health. Unfortunately, adequate levels of these minerals are not
typically found in our foods today. According to Senate Document 264 (published in 1936) 80-85% of American farming soils
proved to be depleted of essential minerals. Today, we know that
food grown on those mineral deficient soils is virtually devoid of
the necessary minerals to sustain health and vitality.
For many years scientists and researchers have been sounding
the alarm of the health dangers associated with chronic mineral
deficiencies:
•
•
•

“All diseases are related to organic mineral deficiency.”
(Dr. Linus Pauling, twice Nobel Prize-winning chemist)
“Without minerals, vitamins have no function.”
(Dr. Charles Northen)
“The beginning of debilitating disease starts with demineralization of the body.” (Dr. Robert La Faye )

The body is on the hunt for organic trace minerals every day.
Mineral Force™ provides these precious minerals in a form that
is bioavailable and readily absorbable!

•
•

•

Fulvic acid has the ability to remove toxic substances: Pesticides, herbicides, heavy metals, even radioactive contaminants.
Fulvic Acid “supercharges” the immune system by inhibiting
the replication of pathogens.
Fulvic acid has powerful anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant
properties.
Fulvic acid transforms toxic metals by turning them into
readily absorbable bioavailable mineral forms that benefit
the metabolism.
Fulvic acid efficiently transports nutrients through cell walls
and enhances the function of other supplements.
Fulvic acid stimulates and balances cells, creating optimum
growth and healthy replication of new cells.
Fulvic acid is the most powerful natural free radical scavenger and antioxidant discovered so far.
Fulvic acid has a close association with enzymes and
increases the activity of several enzymes, including alkaline
phosphates, transaminase, and invertase.
Mineral Force™ is naturally rich in fulvic acid!
32 oz. liquid

The Energy Connection

“The cell is a machine driven by energy. It can thus be approached by studying matter, or by studying energy.” – AlbertSzent-Byorgyi, PhD.
Western science has traditionally defined life in terms of
biochemical processes and biological activity, but there is also an
underlying “subtle energy” component that is essential for true
vitality. Disruption of cellular energy reduces the body’s ability
to absorb and utilize nutrients and significantly impairs recovery
from illness or injury.
Persistent low energy and chronic fatigue is associated with
high-stress lifestyles. This low-energy plague is the Epidemic of
the 21st Century and is considered by many researchers to be
a precursor to a host of degenerative and infectious diseases
common today.
Mineral force™ is energy supercharged!
The answer to cellular energy depletion has recently been found
through new discoveries in the field of Subtle Energy Physics.
Subtle Energy Technology has been researched and developed to restore the missing energy link through the infusion of
beneficial Bio-Energetic patterns into substances. This process
energetically balances and enhances the benefits of Mineral
Force™ making it the most powerful, energetically concentrated
mineral supplement available today!
Mineral Force utilizes “Structured Water!”
In addition to subtle energy enhancement, Mineral Force™
also incorporates a process that literally “reshapes” the molecular structure of water! Because the body is 75% water (blood is
94%), nothing is more important than the quality of water we
drink. Therefore, the use of structured water in the formulation
of NutriLink’s mineral products contributes significantly to their
unique effectiveness. Structured water allows better penetration
of essential electrolytes through cellular membranes, improves
overall hydration, and enhances the many benefits of fulvic acid
beyond that of any other product available today! Structured
Water means faster results, improved detoxification and renewed
energy!

